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The 21 Day Body Sculpt Solution Workouts 

Welcome! 

You have 21 days to commit to this program and get started on sculpting 

your body in all the right places. It’s just the beginning! Studies show that it 

takes 21 days to develop a habit, so by the end of this program you’ll be in 

the good habit of exercising daily and you’ll be ready for more. 

You’ll see that there are only 5 workouts in this plan. I’ve provided a 

simplified program so that you’ll be familiar with the workout plans. You 

won’t waste any time and you’ll have no excuses that workouts are hard to 

understand.  

First off, I’d like you to do the workouts once per week, on any day you 

want, take a day off in the middle of the five workouts if you like, but ensure 

that in each seven day period, you go through the entire program once. 

For weeks two and three, it’s basically ‘rinse and repeat’!  

Generally, your body will ‘catch on’ to repeating the same workout, but 

since you’re only repeating each workout three times in a three week period, 

your body won’t have time to adjust and you’ll make good progress. 

Remember that nutrition is more than half the battle once you’ve 

incorporated intense exercise, so be sure to refer to the nutrition portion of 

the program as well for best results. 

Let’s get started! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Disclaimer:  

See your physician before starting any exercise or nutrition program. Prior to starting, 

you should discuss all nutritional changes with your physician or a registered dietician. If 

you are taking any medications, you must talk to your physician before starting any 

exercise program. If you experience any lightheadedness, dizziness, or shortness of 

breath while exercising, stop and consult a physician.  

These recommendations are not medical guidelines. This book is for educational 

purposes only. You must consult your physician prior to starting this program or if you 

have any medical condition or injury that contraindicates physical activity. This program 

is designed for healthy individuals 18 years and older only.  

All forms of exercise pose some inherent risks. It is advisable that readers to take full 

responsibility for their safety and know their limits. The exercises and dietary programs 

in this book are not intended as a substitute for any exercise routine or treatment or 

dietary regimen that may have been prescribed by your physician.  

Don’t perform any exercise unless you have been shown the proper technique by a 

certified personal trainer. Don’t perform any exercise without proper instruction. Always 

do a warm-up prior to your workout session and end with a stretching cool down 

segment. 

Safety First 

You will only get positive results from this program if you are performing the exercises 

correctly. Here are a few tips for you to maximize your results: 

1. Check with your doctor before starting any new exercise or diet program.  

2. It may be necessary to consult a trainer if you are unsure of how to do any of the 

exercises. Do NOT do exercises that you don’t understand how to do. 

3. If something ‘hurts’ do not do it. You must understand the difference between 

muscle fatigue and injury. Always error on the side of caution if you feel pain. 

4. This program has the potential to be used with those new to fitness as well as 

those that are very fit. Start off conservatively and increase intensity as you go. 

5. We can ‘do it all’; however, we may need an extra day of rest between workouts 

so feel free to take a day of active rest between workouts if you aren’t up to the 

workout. Active rest is an activity that is low intensity calorie burning in nature 

such as walking.  

6. Use proper exercise form and train conservatively in all workouts.  

7. Always start with the easier alternative exercises if appropriate, even if you have 

exercised in the past. The new exercises, and new style of movements will cause 

muscle soreness even from workouts you think “look easy”.  

8. Do NOT do interval training more than 4 times per week.  

9. Do NOT the skip a warm-up, as well, take a few minutes to cool the body down. 

10. If you have an injury, get medical attention to rehabilitate your injury before 

starting an exercise program.  

 



Workout 1 

Full Body Count Up! 

Need a full body workout to do at home or in the park? 

This is a great circuit that will hit the legs, upper body and core as well as it has HIIT 

(high intensity interval training) built right in. 

Check out the videos for proper form for these exercises. 

Here’s the plan: 

5 per leg lunge and reach 

5 stiff legged deadlifts 

5 push ups 

5/leg spider crawl 

Cardio burst: 200 jump rope 

 

The second set you’ll do 10 reps of each exercise, then the cardio.  

The third set you’ll do 15 reps of each exercise, then the cardio.  

The fourth set you’ll do 20 reps of each exercise and then the cardio.  

If you have the time and energy, you can work up to 25 reps of each exercise and finish 

with the cardio. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Workout 2 

Tabatta Torture 

There are three five minute sets in this workout. Each set has different timing. You will 

need a stop watch or kitchen timer to watch.  

 

Set 1: 

Interval: 20 work, 10 seconds rest, repeat 10 times 

Movement: squat jump 20 sec/rest 10 sec 

10 sets for a total of 5 min work 

 

Squat jump: 

   
 

Set 2: 

Interval: 50 work, 10 seconds rest, repeat 5 times 

Movements: Spider crawl 50 seconds/rest 10 seconds/ Knee-in 50 seconds/rest 10 

seconds (repeat) 

5 sets for a total of 5 min work 

 

Spider crawl: 

   
 

 

Knee in: 

 



Set 3: 

Interval: 30 work, 10 seconds rest, repeat 10 times 

Movements: burpee 30 seconds/10 seconds rest/push up 30 seconds/rest 10 seconds 

(repeat) 

10 sets for a total of 6 min work 

*If the burpee is too much, do jumping jacks instead 

 

Burpee: 

 
 

Push ups: 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Workout 3 

100 Rep Workout 

Your mission today is to complete 100 reps of the following exercises. You can do these 

reps in any configuration that works for you, for example you could do 10 sets of 10, 5 

sets of 20, etc.  

Reverse hip thrust with right leg elevated 

Reverse hip thrust with left leg elevated 

Squat or squat jumps 

Push ups 

Spider crawls 

One arm DB row (each arm) 

DB lateral raise 

Bicep curls 

Jumping jacks 

Skipping rope 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Workout 4 

HIIT Hell! 

Focus more on HIIT (high intensity interval training) today. 

You will do intervals with 30 seconds of all of the body sculpt exercises paired with 1 

minute of skipping in between: 

NOTE: If you don’t like to skip, try a phantom skip (no rope) or substitute jumping jacks 

or a stationary sprint 

• 1 min skipping 

• 30 seconds stick up 

• 1 min skipping 

• 30 seconds DB lateral raise 

• 1 min skipping 

• 30 seconds push ups 

• 1 min skipping 

• 30 seconds plank 

• 1 min skipping 

• 30 seconds side plank (right and left each) 

• 1 min skipping 

• 30 seconds spider crawl 

• 1 min skipping 

• 30 seconds reverse bridge 

• 1 min skipping 

• 30 seconds stiff legged deadlift 

• 1 min skipping 

• 30 seconds lunge and reach each leg 

Cool down and stretch with slow static stretches 3-5 min. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Workout 5 

Drop It! 

Start at 10 reps for entire list then drop the first exercise and go down to 9 reps, continue 

down. 

Start with warm up of 3-5 min, general dynamic stretching with range of motion of all 

joints. 

Refer to video for correct exercise form. 

• LUNGE and REACH 

• JUMP SQUATS 

• STIFF LEGGED DEADLIFTS 

• D/B ROW (per side) 

• PUSH UPS 

• DB LATERAL RAISES 

• SPIDER CRAWLS 

Cool down and stretch with slow static stretches 3-5 min. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
  

 

 

 


